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QUESTION: 34
Your client is launching a new world wide learning system for a large number children
that will include an online component where the children can enter an online interactive
learning world. Which of the following products could provide an innovative solution
from IBM?
A. x3850 X5 with KVM Linux Virtualization
B. Racks for x3650 M3 servers
C. iDataPlex
D. x3850 X5 with Tivoli Dynamic Provisioning

Answer: C

QUESTION: 35
Customer is considering IBM and HP. The HP representative came presented a high
level over-view of their scale out solution with their C7000 blade solution. What
benefits does IBM have over the competition for scalability?
A. IBM does not have a scale out solution, but with the new X5 systems, they can scale
up and meet application demands in memory and CPU.
B. IBM offers both scale out and scale up superiority due to proprietary redundant
backplane for rack mount servers
C. IBM offers both scale out and scale up with a choice of BladeCenter chassis or X5
rack mount server.
D. iDataPlex with X5 surpasses the scale out performance of HP blades

Answer: C

QUESTION: 36
A customer is running intense virtualization or large databases. Which of the following
strategies should they consider?
A. BladeCenter H
B. Scale Out servers
C. Scale Up servers
D. 2U rack servers

Answer: C

QUESTION: 37
Which of the following is a good definition of a scale out strategy?
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A. Grow capacity with fewer but bigger servers
B. Increase memory capacity on existing servers
C. Grow capacity adding more small servers
D. Virtualize everything on all servers

Answer: C

QUESTION: 38
In an 8-socket x3950 X5 server, with disks on both nodes, how many ServeRAID 8
adapters are needed to implement RAID5?(All disks must be used.)
A. One in primary node
B. One per node
C. Two in the primary node
D. Only the main node can have drives

Answer: B

QUESTION: 39
A new customer is considering base warranty only for cost reasons. Which of the
following is a compelling reason to offer extended service?
A. IBM ServicePacs provide guaranteed response time
B. IBM ServicePacs provide guaranteed Recovery Time Objective (RTO)
C. IBM ServicePacs provide improved warranty coverage
D. IBM ServicePacs replace base warranty and the customer is placed in a high priority
queue.

Answer: C
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